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What are your suggestions to improve the Victorian communitys understanding of mental
illness and reduce stigma and discrimination?
"As having a mental illness of a psychotic nature ( I absolutely do not or ever have had)is so
discriminating that falsely diagnosing this is a person can destroy their life.
,
, made then
psychiatric registrar Dr
falsely section
me in 2005 with the plan to force me on a CTO to destroy my intellect and stop and destroy my
legal actions in the courts . As I remained calm at all times during this horrific false imprisonment
this did not happen but I was given oral drugs that still destroyed my life. Dr
faked
100 pages of documents and was aided by nurse
now with
. I have
spent years gathering evidence and been ignited by the system. No psychiatrist before or after
could identify any disorder. I am now at a stage to demand criminal proceedings and will approach
APHRA, Medical Board, police , Legal Services Commissioner with my irrefutable evidence and
intend to make this as PUBLIC AS POSSIBLE are the horrific abuses in your system and your
shocking follow up of my claims which seemed to consist of just asking Dr
about
the matter. I remain extremely traumatised and there were many horrific consequences to these
serious crimes ( I and insisting on aggravated kidnapping and conspiracy). I remain very
traumatised in what potentially could have happened if Dr
possibly did not weaken
and refused the demands of my psychopathic ex husband who no doubt wanted forced and
permanent injections on a CTO. This twisted individual is still working in your system. Note I take
NO PSYCHIATRIC DRUGS OR CAN A PSYCHIATRIST FIND A DISORDER. I have never given
up getting the truth at massive effort and cost and I am sure most victims would never have the
ability to do what I have done. With my current evidence I WILL NOW NEVER SHUT UP.( Should
you doubt what I am saying about these men working in your broken system then why have they
not sued me? I simple google search of
will reveal what he has done and he is
protected by others in this system of horror )."
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent mental illness and to
support people to get early treatment and support?
Listen to people and not be too quick to call them delusional
What is already working well and what can be done better to prevent suicide?
Cannot speak for other but what your criminal system did to me sure triggered it.
What makes it hard for people to experience good mental health and what can be done to
improve this? This may include how people find, access and experience mental health
treatment and support and how services link with each other.
Need easier access to psychiatrists and lower costs. Waiting time far too long and your public
health doctors want to use horrific life destroying drugs like lollies.

What are the drivers behind some communities in Victoria experiencing poorer mental
health outcomes and what needs to be done to address this?
Hopelessness
What are the needs of family members and carers and what can be done better to support
them?
Education on mental health
What can be done to attract, retain and better support the mental health workforce,
including peer support workers?
More staff so not overworked
What are the opportunities in the Victorian community for people living with mental illness
to improve their social and economic participation, and what needs to be done to realise
these opportunities?
Pretty limited if brains destroyed by anti psychotics
Thinking about what Victorias mental health system should ideally look like, tell us what
areas and reform ideas you would like the Royal Commission to prioritise for change?
Looking for corruption. Believing it exists as it always has and mental health abuses go on
What can be done now to prepare for changes to Victorias mental health system and
support improvements to last?
Investigate allegations
Is there anything else you would like to share with the Royal Commission?
Just my story.

